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The evolution of cybersecurity

• Computer security

• Information security

• (digital) life security
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The Evolution of Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is no longer a technological ‘option’, but a societal need and a 

value. Examples:

- Critical infrastructures

- Magnitude of the impact

- Complexity and duration of attacks

- Computational power

- Societal aspects

- Great opportunities

- New dangers (e.g. COVID; war)

How to build a European society secure by design?

Law and Cybersecurity
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The Evolution of Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is no longer a technological ‘option’, but a societal need and a 

value. Examples:

- Critical infrastructures

- Magnitude of the impact

- Complexity and duration of attacks

- Computational power

- Societal and economic aspects

- Great opportunities

- New dangers (e.g. COVID; war)

How to build a European society secure by design?

Law and Cybersecurity
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The cybersecurity challenge ahead

Three trends in the last 40 years:

1. The circular sequence of new technology; new

cybersecurity threats and vulnerabilities; new

mitigations.

2. The constant increase over the years of the potential

magnitude of attacks in term of size of targets and

impact.

3. A general increase in the attack surface.

Law and Cybersecurity
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…yet cybersecurity is costly and crucial

• The number of citizens impacted simultaneously by a single cyber incident

can be huge as a consequence of the pervasiveness of connected devices.

• Cyber attacks are also becoming more and more complex, demonstrating the

attackers’ enhanced planning capabilities and knowledge.

• As cyber attackers operate outside the norms of regulation and law, this

flexibility gives them a significant advantage over defenders who normally do

not enjoy such freedom.

• Cybersecurity has an impact on society and is influenced by the attitude of

individuals while they are ‘living their digital life’.

Law and Cybersecurity
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A crucial question

Investments are needed to strengthen security, but is it

today possible to determine univocally the level of

cybersecurity that our society should achieve?

Cybersecurity is not only and investment but a

multipolar relationship among individuals,

corporations, state and local authorities.

A crucial question: why law must consider

cybersecurity?

Law and Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity Today

• Cybersecurity has become a horizontal multidomain

discipline encompassing many fields and approaches.

• At the European level, cybersecurity is defined in Regulation

(EU) 2019/881 of the European Parliament and of the Council

of 17 April 2019 as “the activities necessary to protect

network and information systems, the users of such systems,

and other persons affected by cyber threats”.

• ISO/IEC 27032:2012: Cybersecurity is defined as the

“preservation of confidentiality, integrity and availability of

information in the cyberspace”.

Law and Cybersecurity
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Confidentiality - Integrity - Availability

• Confidentiality is the concealment of information or

resources.

• Integrity refers to the trustworthiness of data or

resources (and is intended as a set of mechanisms to

prevent unauthorised or improper changes).

• Availability refers in general to the ability to legitimately

use the information or resources (services) desired.
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Confidentiality - Integrity - Availability

This taxonomy offers a clear and

precise indication of the areas of

fundamental research and the

relevant sectoral domains.

Cybersecurity is shown as a large,

multifaceted discipline rather than a

sub-area of computer science.
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Main takeaways

• Creating forms of protection for those 

who move in cyberspace.

• The frontiers of cybersecurity are 

constantly expanding.

• The security of digital life is a value for 

everyone.
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Cybersecurity at the hearth of societal and 

constitutional transformation

● In a new world where physical and digital blend together, are the traditional

measures to guarantee trust sufficient?

● Cybersecurity is a need and a value in which privacy, trust and data

protection must converge for the building of trust.

● For the technical evolution of digitalization cybersecurity is a necessity.

● The traditional institutions and measures to guarantee trust are no longer

sufficient → cybersecurity become our ‘digital anchor’.

Law and Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity and Privacy 

➔According to the Article 7 of the CFREU European citizens have the

fundamental right to respect for their private life, home and

communications.

➔New privacy threats from digital evolution → there is an urgent need to

rethink the way in which online services are designed, putting privacy and

cybersecurity at the core of the design process from the outset.

➔ Improving the level of transparency and usability of online services would

facilitate this process → cybersecurity is also a matter of awareness-

raising and information.

➔There is an abundance of anonymisation tools available → they become

powerful tools for attacks.

Law and Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity and Data Protection

❏ In the EU data protection is enshrined in the Article 8 of the TFEU and in

the GDPR (secondary legislation).

❏ Experience shows that cybersecurity incidents due to the lack or

ineffective implementation of proper data protection and cybersecurity

mechanisms can lead to massive personal data breaches.

❏ Data protection by design and by default are in line with the principles of

security by design and by default principles well established and adopted

by the cybersecurity community.

Law and Cybersecurity
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Cybersecurity and Trust

Businesses, governments and citizens are becoming increasingly

concerned by the potential impacts of cyber threats, such as massive

personal data breaches, ransomware attacks, cyber extortion campaigns,

cyber espionage or state-sponsored cyber attacks.

Ensuring that digital services work safely and securely, while guaranteeing

citizens’ privacy and data protection, illustrates that cybersecurity has

evolved from a technological ‘option’ to a societal need.

Law and Cybersecurity
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The EU Landscape (top-down)

2024 Cyber Resilience Act

2022 NIS 2 Directive

2020 Communication on Shaping Europe’s digital future

2020 White Paper on Artificial Intelligence

2020 European Strategy for Data

2019 ‘Cybersecurity Act’

2017 Joint Communication on Cybersecurity

2016 NIS 1 Directive

2016 GDPR

2013 EU Cybersecurity Strategy

2004 ENISA Reg

Law and Cybersecurity
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What Law Can Do for Cybersecurity

In general there is the need for: 

- open debate and eventual decisions on how to implement the law in this field.

- clarity, guidelines, concrete legal frameworks and best practices that will ensure

both adherence to the law and ethically acceptable behaviour when practising

cybersecurity.

Some problems are connected to essentially unsolved larger problems concerning

the globalised digital era.

- How to implement cybersecurity measures combating hate speech or fake

information campaigns without infringing on a citizen’s right to freedom of

expression?

- How to handle grey zones in the usage and dissemination of technology and

information that can potentially be misused?

- How can vulnerability disclosure policies optimally balance the needs of all

stakeholders?

- How to adapt practices in cybersecurity so that they comply with changing

laws?

Law and Cybersecurity
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